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Decontamination Instructions 

PRINT COMPLETED DECONTAMINATION CERTIFICATION. IT MUST BE INCLUDED IN YOUR RMA SHIPMENT. 

White Knight products are designed for use with caustic and otherwise dangerous liquids.  
Handle every product as if it contains dangerous chemicals whether or not it actually does.  

 Only those with adequate safety training should attempt to handle used pumps. 
 Wear adequate safety gear appropriate for chemicals that have been in the pump. 
 Review relevant Safety Data Sheets (SDS) before handling the pump. 
 Review emergency numbers for use in event of an accident. 
 Prepare Ph papers, showers, antidotes, clean-up equipment, neutralizers, and other safety devices  

used to detect, neutralize or minimize effects of chemicals described in appropriate SDS documents.  

Rinse with DI Water 
Circulate DI water through pump for twenty minutes before disassembly and/or double bagging for shipment.  
If pump is nonfunctional, force DI water from inlet through outlet for 40 minutes before shipment preparations. 

Remove Pump from Station:  
1. Disconnect liquid tubing connectors from front of pump (opposite externally-mounted shuttle valve).  
2. Plug NPT fittings with PTFE plug, Flare fittings with flare nose cover and cap, or other plug or cap as 

recommended by connector supplier.  
3. Disconnect air supply tubing from face of shuttle valve.  
4. Loosen mount screw from base plate. (Note: do not remove screw from base plate).  
5. Remove base plate using proper tool for the fastening devices (e.g. Allen wrench or screw driver).  

Note: Base plate may remain if needed for a White Knight pump used to replace the returned pump. 
6. Return all removed parts to the pump.  

Return Pump to White Knight:  
1. Rinse pump with DI water as described above after removing it from its station. 
2. Drain remaining DI water from the pump inlet and outlet liquid tubing connectors.  
3. Plug liquid outlets as described in the Remove Pump from Station section of this document.  
4. Dry the pump, double bag it, and seal it in thick polyethylene bags.  
5. Return the pump to its original packaging.  
6. Include SDS for the chemical that the pump was handling in the box with the pump.  
7. Obtain RMA number from White Knight and write it on the outside of the box. 
8. Ship to White Knight following all rules, regulations and laws regarding shipment of dangerous materials. 

Ship freight pre-paid. No collect shipments will be accepted. Unauthorized use of White Knight shipping 
accounts will result in the adding of freight to the bill in addition to a service charge. 

Include All Pump Components: 
Pumps returned to White Knight for evaluation, service or repair must be complete with all components, including 
but not limited to base plate, mount screws, tubing connectors, tubing connector caps, flare noses, shuttle valves, 
mufflers, and tubing. Missing parts will be added to the pump and charged to the customer. 
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Decontamination Certification 

COMPLETE AND PRINT THIS FORM.  IT MUST BE INCLUDED IN YOUR RMA SHIPMENT. 

I, the undersigned employee of      , certify that all decontamination and safety 
procedures described in Decontamination Instructions section have been followed for return of product below. 

RMA#:          
(We cannot process returns without an RMA number.) 

Serial#:         
(We cannot process returns without a product serial number.) 

 

Metal Exposure: 
(Check all that apply. Write in other metals if necessary.) 

Product was used in a Metal Process.        Yes         No 

Product was used in a Copper Metal Process.       Yes         No 

Product was used with: 
     Aluminum        Cobalt         Gold          Lead         Nickel         Platinum         Silver         Tin         Titanium         Tungsten         Zinc 

Other:               

 

Chemical Exposure: 
(Check all that apply. Write in other chemicals if necessary.) 

Product was NOT used in chemicals (DI Water only). 

Product was used in chemicals. 
     Ammonia             Ammonium Hydroxide             Hydrochloric Acid             Hydrofluoric Acid            Hydrogen Peroxide            IPA         

     Nitric Acid            Phosphoric Acid                       Sulfuric Acid               Other:        

 

Shipping Information: 
Please indicate metal processes to which the product has been exposed by clearly  
and conspicuously labeling the outside of the return package with the metal. 

Products exposed to Metal Processes  
must be sent to the following address: 

White Knight Fluid Handling 
187 East 670 South, Suite B 
Kamas, UT 84036 

Products NOT exposed to Metal Processes  
must be sent to the following address: 

White Knight Fluid Handling 
187 East 670 South, Suite C 
Kamas, UT 84036

 

Print Name:          

Signature:          Date:      
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